Archaeology Books for Adult

**General Archaeology**


Bibliographies: Books for Adults

Alexander the Great


Archaeology and the Bible (also see ‘Early Judaism and Christianity’ and ‘Near East’)


Ancient Clothing


ASIA
Bibliographies: Books for Adults

Bibliographies

Bronze Age in Greece

E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc.


Classical Mythology
Bibliographies: Books for Adults

Early Judaism and Christianity (also see ‘Archaeology and the Bible’ and ‘Near East’)


Egypt


Kemp, B. 2006. *Ancient Egypt: The Anatomy of a Civiliza-


Bibliographies: Books for Adults

Bibliographies


Europe


Food and Dining


ETRUSCAN


ETHICS, LOOTING, AND THE ANTIQUITIES MARKET


ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA


**Gender and Archaeology** (also see *Women and Children*)


**Gilgamesh (Earliest Epic in Text Recovered)**


**Greek Culture, History, Art, and Archaeology**


Bibliographies: Books for Adults

Bibliographies


**Greek and Roman Comparative Studies**


**Greek Vases**


Boardman, J. 1989. *Athenian Red Figure Vases: The Class-
sical Period. London: Thames and Hudson.
Trendall, A.D. 1989. *Red Figure Vases of South Italy and Sicily*. London: Thames and Hudson Ltd.

**History of Writing**


**Homer: Translations of and Commentaries on**

Kingston, R.I.: Asphodel Press.

Human Origins

Israel and Palestine


**Mesoamerican and South American Archaeology**


**Near East / Anatolia / Mediterranean**
Bibliographies: Books for Adults

Archaeological Research Institute Monograph Series, 1.
Atlanta: Scholars.

Pompeii

**Religions – Miscellaneous**


**Romans**


Bibliographies: Books for Adults

Bibliographies

Oxford University Press.
Bibliographies: Books for Adults

Bibliographies


Slaves, Prisoners, Gladiators, and Violence as Sport and Entertainment


Bibliographies: Books for Adults

Documents

Bibliographies

Underwater and Maritime Archaeology, Ships and Shipwrecks


Women and Children (also see Gender and Archaeology)


Archaeological Institute of America


Miscellaneous


